
Post-Proceedings

Submission Instructions

Dear Authors, 

Please see below the information and instructions regarding the submission of revised and extended
manuscripts for the Post-Proceedings volume “Advances in Educational Technology”.

Requirements for Submissions

It is supposed that the refined and extended version of a paper differs substantially from the paper
published in the conference proceedings: 

• At least by 30 percent

• Your revisions, improvements, and extensions SHOULD include new result(s)

The refinements and extensions are suggested in the following aspects:

• A new / revised approach that refines the published results is proposed

• New  dataset(s)  are  used  for  experimental  evaluation;  the  results  are  compared  to  the
previous ones

• New evaluation experiment(s) are reported and their results discussed

• The proofs of the statements are included

• The description of the developed software is presented in a substantially more elaborated
way

• New use case(s) are presented

• The review of the related work is extended and refined

It is also requested that the authors choose a new title for their new (revised and extended) paper.
A reference to the previous article published in the conference proceedings must be placed in the
extended version.

The page limit for a refined and extended version is 50 SCITEPRESS pages. We expect that your
submission will have between 15-25 SCITEPRESS pages.

Important Dates

• Manuscript submission: May, the 30th, 2022

• Notification: June, the 21st, 2022

• Final submission: July, the 1st, 2022



All deadlines are hard and will not be extended. A failure to submit before a deadline will result in
automatic rejection of your submission. 

Review Criteria

The members of our Board of Reviewers will assess your submission using the following weighted 
criteria:
 

Criterion Evaluation Aspects 

Focus and 
Relevance 

What is this submission about? What is the contribution? Is it in Educational
Technology? Does the manuscript fit into the scope of AET?

Extension and 
Revision 

Were  the  extension  and  revision  sufficient  (at  least  30  percent)?  Does  the
manuscript present a new result, compared to the conference paper? 

Novelty Are the presented results deemed as novel, compared to the State-of-Art? 

Scientific / 
Technical Clarity
and Correctness 

Have the results been clearly presented and compared to the related work? Are
the statements and claims correct? 

Scientific / 
Technical 
Quality and 
Soundness 

Have the results been sufficiently supported by valid arguments and/or proofs?
Does the manuscript present valid evidence of experimental evaluation? 

Presentation and 
Language

Is the manuscript properly and logically structured? Are any important elements
missing?  Are  the  figures  and  tables  readable  and  properly  illustrate  the
narration? Is the use of English proper?

Readership 
Interest

Is the paper potentially interesting and useful for a professional reader? Do you
expect it will be cited?

Hence, your submission may be scored within the range of 0 – 10 based on the assessments per 
individual evaluation criteria.

The Components of Your Submission 

There are TWO structural components in your manuscript:

• The SYNOPSIS of revisions and extensions

• The MANUSCRIPT

The SYNOPSIS is placed at the  beginning of your submission file. The MANUSCRIPT follows
the SYNOPSIS starting at a new page in the SAME submission file. 

The SYNOPSIS is a  concise summary of what has been added, refined,  and extended in your
manuscript, compared to the paper published in the conference proceedings. There is no template
for SYNOPSIS it  is written in a free form. Please make it a  short and clear summary.  Then
clearer your synopsis is the less effort your reviewer will spend to find out if your submission is
sufficiently refined and extended.  



The MANUSCRIPT is your refined and extended paper formatted using two-column SCITEPRESS
style  (https://aet.easyscience.education/2021/example.zip).  Therefore,  for  preparing  your
submission  please  STRICTLY FOLLOW the  ‘AET 2021 Authors’  Instructions:  Preparation  of
Camera-Ready  Contributions  to  SCITEPRESS  Proceedings’
(https://aet.easyscience.education/2021/example.pdf) and use example.tex file from example.zip as
template. 

You are strongly suggested that the revisions, refinements, and extensions are colour-marked in the
PDF of your MANUSCRIPT. Please use the following colour scheme for that: 

• Extensions – to mark the fragments that have been added

• Revisions – to mark the fragments that have been revised / refined

• New result – to mark the fragments that present a new result

You can use any PDF editor to colorize your MANUSCRIPT – PDF editor PDFOffice to edit and
create  PDF  from  http://www.redcoolmedia.net/  (https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/pdf-
editor-pdfoffice-to-e/mffappoadhfalhjgmfaoecjbdjfdfhdj?hl=en) is seems to be a good choice.

Submission Instructions

Submissions should be done via the Symposium on Advances in Educational Technology (AET
2021) submissions site at https://notso.easyscience.education/aet/2021/

You should have already received an email  from the AET 2021 that your submission has been
added to the system. However, only the old title and just old authors have been added. Hence, for
submitting your manuscript correctly you have to perform several easy steps:

1. Enter  the  Advances  in  Educational  Technology  (AET  2021)  submissions  site  via
https://notso.easyscience.education/aet/2021/
If you not registered at https://notso.easyscience.education/aet/2021/ you should to create an
account  using  link  https://notso.easyscience.education/aet/2021/newaccount
Please  enter  your  email  at  https://notso.easyscience.education/aet/2021/newaccount  and
click the 'Create account' button. The instructions for sign in would be sent to you.

2. After  complete  registration  you  should  sign  in  and  choose  your  paper  at  ‘Your
Submissions’.

3. Open the ‘Edit’ tab of your submission.
4. Replace your submission PDF and update information related to your paper. Here, please

enter  new  Title,  Abstract,  Authors.  Then click  on ‘Save and resubmit’  button in  the
bottom of ‘Edit’ tab.

You  may  update  your  submission  as  many  times  as  you  find  needed  until  the  manuscript
submission deadline. After this deadline, the system will NOT accept any updates. 
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